Etc fuse

Search for the part s number you wish to receive samples. Or, visit the sample center page. This
section provides guidance in choosing the best overcurrent circuit protection device PTC or
fuse Many times choosing between using a Fuse or PTC is a matter of preference, though there
are important considerations and common areas of applications where the use of one may be
better than the other. For example, much of the design work for PCs, peripherals, and portable
devices smart phones, tablets, etc. In other cases, fuses may be more acceptable because they
completely stop current in fault condition; this may be more desired if safety or avoidance of
downstream circuit equipment is a premium concern. Fuses are also helpful for diagnostic
purposes, aiding equipment designers and users in tracing the origin of the overcurrent faults.
Overcurrent Circuit Protection The circuit designer has a choice of technologies when faced
with the task of providing overcurrent protection. The traditional fuse and the Polymer based
PTC positive temperature coefficient device represent the most common solutions employed.
Understanding the differences between these two components simplifies choosing the best
protection device for the application. The heart of a typical fuse is a length of wire which is
heated to its melting point by the excessive current. The circuit current flow decreases to zero
as the wire melts open. The polymer based unit can provide overcurrent circuit protection a
number of times when reset by removing the overload. The conductive polymer increases in
resistance when heated by the overload and limits the circuit current. PTC Protection Function
The principles of operation for a fuse have been documented over the years and are generally
well understood. The actual process by which the PTC provides overcurrent circuit protection is
less clear and merits further discussion. So far the PTC has been identified as being polymer
based, current limiting, and resettable. The PTCs under discussion are conductive polymer
based products. The polymer material used contains particles of carbon black as the
conductive media. The resistance is controlled by the amount of carbon black introduced into
the mixture. Heat produces some expansion of the polymer which causes the carbon black to
shift resulting in less conductivity or an increase in resistance. The PTC functions by current
limiting a potentially damaging overcurrent to a safe level. Specifically the excessive current
through the device causes internal heating I2R which raises the temperature of the PTC and
results in an increase in its resistance. The resistance of the PTC is generally a small part of the
total circuit impedance until the heating takes place. The increase in resistance for a polymer
based PTC is nonlinear as shown in the graph below and this relatively large increase in
resistance will reduce or limit the circuit current to a safe level. The transition from low to high
resistance is referred to as the trip point. The heat generated by this limited current through the
higher resistance value will maintain the temperature of the PTC at a level that will cause the
resistance to remain high. This thermal equilibrium condition will continue until power is
removed from the circuit which allows the PTC to cool down and the resistance will decrease.
The resettable feature of the PTC is based on the fact that the increase in resistance resulting
from the increase in temperature is reversible. The PTC is reset or returned to the lower
resistance state by removing the power from the circuit which allows the device to cool down.
The unit is then ready to react to future overloads. The resistance will remain low if the cause of
the overcurrent has been corrected, but if the overcurrent recurs the device will again switch to
the high resistance state. Choosing between a PTC and a Fuse Overcurrent circuit protection
can be accomplished with the use of either a traditional fuse or the more recently developed
resettable PTC. Both devices function by reacting to the heat generated by the excessive
current flow in the circuit. The fuse melts open, interrupting the current flow, and the PTC
changes from a low resistance to a high resistance to limit current flow. Understanding the
differences in performance between the two types of devices will make the best circuit
protection choice easier. The most obvious difference is that the PTC is resettable. The general
procedure for resetting after an overload has occurred is to remove power and allow the device
to cool down. There are several other operating characteristics that differentiate the two types
of products. The terminology used for PTCs is often similar but not the same as for fuses. Two
parameters that fall into this category are leakage current and interrupting rating. Protection is
accomplished by limiting the current flow to some leakage level. Leakage current can range
from around a hundred milliamps at rated voltage up to several hundred milliamps at lower
voltages. Interrupting rating: the PTC is rated for a maximum short circuit current at rated
voltage. A typical PTC short circuit rating is 40A. Fuses do in fact interrupt the current flow in
response to the overload and the range of interrupting ratings goes from hundreds of amperes
up to 10, amperes at rated voltage. The circuit parameters may dictate the component choice
based on typical device rating differences. Current rating: the operating current rating for PTCs
can be up to 11A while the maximum level for fuses can exceed 20A. Additional operating
characteristics can be reviewed by the circuit designer in making the decision to choose a PTC
or a fuse for overcurrent protection. Resistance: Reviewing product specifications indicates

that similarly rated PTCs have about twice sometimes more the resistance of fuses. Overcurrent
Protection Applications The PTC material is supplied in both a radial leaded package as well as
a surface mount type. The function of the resettable PTC has many design applications. Plug
and Play applications include both the mother-board and the many peripherals that can be
frequently connected to and disconnected from the computer ports. The mouse, keyboard,
audio, network, monitor and USB ports represent opportunities for a faulty unit or damaged
cable to be connected and also possible misconnections. The ability to reset after correction of
the fault is particularly attractive. Some of these applications use radial leaded while surface
mount units are more appropriate for others. Disk drive protection can be supplied by a PTC
from the potentially damaging overcurrents resulting from excessive voltage from a power
supply malfunction. Disk drive applications tend to use the surface mount PTC. Power supplies
are vulnerable to malfunctions in the circuits the power is being supplied to. Without protection
the power supply will attempt to provide the current required by a low resistance fault.
Individual PTCs can be used to protect each load where there are multiple loads or circuits.
Typically the device is placed in the output circuit and can be either radial leaded or surface
mount. Motor overcurrents can produce excessive heat that may damage the winding insulation
and for small motors may even cause a failure of the very small diameter wire windings. The
PTC will generally not trip under normal start up currents. Motors are commonly protected by
radial leaded PTCs. Transformers can be damaged by overcurrents due to circuit faults and the
current limiting function of a PTC can provide protection. The PTC is located on the load side of
the transformer to minimize the effect of circuit faults. Various applications use either the radial
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to provide a secure method for non privileged users to create and mount their own filesystem
implementations. The default is OPTIONS Most of the generic mount options described in
mount are supported ro , rw , suid , nosuid , dev , nodev , exec , noexec , atime , noatime , sync ,
async , dirsync. Filesystems are mounted with nodev,nosuid by default, which can only be
overridden by a privileged user. This option enables permission checking, restricting access
based on file mode. So all users including root can access the files. This option is by default
only allowed to root, but this restriction can be removed with a configuration option described
in the previous section. This should only be enabled on filesystems, where the file data is never
changed externally not through the mounted FUSE filesystem. Thus it is not suitable for
network filesystems and other intermediate filesystems. The cache will only be flushed if the
modification time or the size of the file has changed. This can improve performance for some
filesystems, but can also degrade performance. This option is only useful on 2. X kernels, as on
2. This has several affects: 1. Each read 2 or write 2 system call will initiate one or more read or
write operations, data will not be cached in the kernel. The return value of the read and write
system calls will correspond to the return values of the read and write operations. This is useful
for example if the file size is not known in advance before reading it. The default is infinite. Note
that the size of read requests is limited anyway to 32 pages which is kbyte on i The default is
determined by the kernel. On linux The default is kbytes. Note, that due to various limitations,
the size of write requests can be much smaller 4kbytes. This limitation will be removed in the
future. This relieves the filesystem implementation of having to deal with this problem. This
option disables the hiding behavior, and files are removed immediately in an unlink operation or
in a rename operation which overwrites an existing file. The default is the mount program name.

The filesystem does not have to guarantee uniqueness, however some applications rely on this
value being unique for the whole filesystem. If the name was previously looked up, and is still in
the cache, the inode number found there will be used. Otherwise it will be set to By default
these mounts are rejected to prevent accidental covering up of data, which could for example
prevent automatic backup. The resulting permission bits are the ones missing from the given
umask value. The value is given in octal representation. This is a privileged option. The default
is 1. For all the timeout options, it is possible to give fractions of a second as well e. The default
is 0. Turning on this option may result in unexpected behavior, if the filesystem does not
support request interruption. The default is hardcoded to USR1. Modules are pushed in the
order they are specified, with the original filesystem being on the bottom of the stack.
Filesystem modules can be built into libfuse or loaded from shared object iconv Perform file
name character set conversion. Default is UTF Default is determined by the current locale. This
option is mandatory. This is the default. This is done to allow users from fuse group to mount
their own filesystem implementations. There must however be some limitations, in order to
prevent Bad User from doing nasty things. Currently those limitations are: 1. The user can only
mount on a mountpoint, for which it has write permission 2. No other user including root can
access the contents of the mounted filesystem. You hear a pop and all the power goes out.
Everyone says, "Probably a blown fuse," but what does that even mean and what causes it?
Find out here. Most people probably have experienced a blown fuse at one time or another.
Someone always knows what to do when this happens. Blown fuses are a common occurrence.
Most people nowadays have had the old-fashioned fuse panels also known as fuse boxes in
their homes replaced by modern electrical panels with circuit breakersâ€”if the fuse boxes were
even still there when they purchased their houses. You might be wondering, then, how to tell if
a fuse is blownâ€”an actual fuse, that is. You will see that the fuse has melted, and there might
be charring on the panel. A true fuse typically consists of a piece of metal, most commonly an
encased wire, that actually melts when overheated. The destroyed fuse must then be replaced
with a new one. Circuit breakers, on the other hand, have internal switches that are tripped by
electrical surges to temporarily disable a given circuit. A short circuit is a type of electrical fault.
Faults, in general, occur when an electrical current strays beyond its intended path circuit due
to a lack of resistance e. The result is a weak connection between the two conductors supplying
electrical power to the circuit. Overloaded wires will overflow and cause damage. A short circuit
might even cause the electrical device responsible for it to be destroyed. Short circuits are
typically stopped by circuit breakers, though, hence their name. First, test the circuit. Then
check for any damage on or around the electrical panel. If you see any damage, call an
electrician before doing anything else with it. If there is none, flip the breaker switch back to its
operating position. If it trips again, though, call an electrician. A ground fault is a specific type
of short circuit in which the unintentional pathway of the straying electrical current flows
directly to the earth ground or touches a grounded part of the system such as a grounding wire
or the electric box. The danger of shock increases when a person is in direct contact with the
weak path to the ground. Be sure and test all affected system components and electrical
devices. Call an electrician if something is still amiss. Arc faults result from problems with
wiring and terminal connectionsâ€”for example, a loose terminal screw. If your home has
AFCIs, the fault should have tripped the circuit. If it does not have AFCIs, then check for
damage and call an electrician if necessary. Was the breaker tripped? In other words, is one of
the switches on the panel flipped? If so, the circuit breakers are doing what they were meant to
do: cutting off the flow of electricity because of some type of surge fault or other problem. If the
breaker trips again, there could be a problem. Monitor it and if it keeps tripping, call an
electrician to check. Fuses come in many shapes, sizes, and configurations. If you or someone
else installed the wrong fuse in a fuse panel and there has been no personal harm or property
damage â€¦. You are very lucky. Whatever happened to blow the fuse could have done
considerable harm. You need to call an electrician right away to ensure no further damage
occurs. In the meantime, do not go near the fuse box. The Fix: Your electrician will say one
thing: get rid of the fuse panel! And this is exactly what you should do. Any faulty wiring or
connected parts risk a power fault surge , which trips a circuit or blows a fuse. Knowing that
one outlet had problems, an inspection should ease your mind. Any recommended repairs
resulting from the inspection will ease it even more. We can say essentially the same thing here,
with the very important caveat that damaged wiring can go unnoticed far longer and much more
easily than damaged outlets can since the wiring is mostly hidden inside the walls of your
house. You must have been running very few electrical devices up to this point. Consider this a
wake-up call. In the 21st century, our demand for electricity is just much greater than it was in
the 20th century. Be aware, though that there are three different types of electrical inspections:
one done by a licensed home inspector, one done by a state inspector, and one done by a

licensed electrician. A licensed home inspector will look at visible parts of the electrical system,
including the panel and circuit breaker switches, test GFCI outlets, and examine any other
easily accessible parts. If you have concerns, you need more than this. You can expect the
electrician you hire to have this information. A licensed electrician is the person you want for
this job. Besides concerns about the condition of your electrical system, there are various
reasons to consider an inspection, such as:. Take care of what you need to! This was a lot to
read! We also hope that, at the very least, you know the similarities and differences between
fuses and circuit breakers! And it might not be long before no one has a reason to be speaking
about fuses at all. The number of actual blown fuses in this country is becoming fewer and
fewer as people continue to have their old fuse boxes replaced by new electrical panels amp
service, and circuit breakers. Just be sure to hire an experienced and knowledgeable licensed
electrician. Post Tags: blown fuse Electrical electrical equipment electrical inspection electrical
issues electrical protection electrical safety electrician service fuse box. You can also keep up
with all of our news and updates by following us on Facebook , Twitter , Instagram , LinkedIn ,
and Pinterest. Join the Happy Hiller Club and get all the perks of membership: Seasonal
tune-ups. Priority scheduling. First, A Word About Fuses Most people nowadays have had the
old-fashioned fuse panels also known as fuse boxes in their homes replaced by modern
electrical panels with circuit breakersâ€”if the fuse boxes were even still there when they
purchased their houses. Cause 2: A Short Circuit A short circuit is a type of electrical fault.
Cause 3: A Ground Fault A ground fault is a specific type of short circuit in which the
unintentional pathway of the straying electrical current flows directly to the earth ground or
touches a grounded part of the system such as a grounding wire or the electric box. Cause 4:
An Arc Fault Arc faults result from problems with wiring and terminal connectionsâ€”for
example, a loose terminal screw. If you or someone else installed the wrong fuse in a fuse panel
and there has been no personal harm or property damage â€¦ You are very lucky. Cause 7:
Damaged or Outdated Electrical Outlets Any faulty wiring or connected parts risk a power fault
surge , which trips a circuit or blows a fuse. Cause 8: Damaged Wiring We can say essentially
the same thing here, with the very important caveat that damaged wiring can go unnoticed far
longer and much more easily than damaged outlets can since the wiring is mostly hidden inside
the walls of your house. Look and listen for flickering, buzzing, or dimming lights. Look out for
frayed or chewed wiring. Search for discoloration, scorching, and smoke. Feel for warm or
vibrating wall outlets Smell for burning and odd odors. Should You Have an Electrical
Inspection? Licensed Electrician A licensed electrician is the person you want for this job.
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